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Caravan Roll-Out Awning (ROA) / ROA Skin Replacement
Premium quality awning that looks great and endures all Australian conditions. Heavy Duty polyester
reinforced fabric and is available in straight or curved hardware to fit any vehicle.

Walls for ROA / Annexe
3 walls, 11 oz poly-cotton, Australian made Canvas and custom fitted to your vehicle. Ask us about our NEW
quick custom light weight walls.
Options:
 1 window (up to 1700mm 5’7’’ long). Outside
opening with Velcro tabs and fine mesh to keep
out mosquitoes. Outer window flap all way to
ground to be used as awning. Stripes all
matched.
 1 door (on a corner). 700mm wide, utilising zip
where walls join on corner edge.
 Aussie Traveller Anti-Flap kit with custom
canvas bag. Allows walls to be clamped, reducing
“flapping” noise caused by winds.
 Wrap around walls. Wrap fabric around the
legs of ROA for a more secure, tidier look.
 Rope track custom fitted to your caravan to
ensure walls fit snugly. Aluminium as standard.
Can be powder coated white or coloured to
match van at extra cost.
 Fitted draft skirt with rope track and rope.
Custom fitted to shape of van. Fitted with press
studs for easy use and velcro to seal bottom of
draft skirt to van. Rope track is optional extra.
 Poly bag to fit canvas walls

 Heavy duty eyelets and pegs
 Additional window. With fine mesh to keep
out bugs, can be used as an awning & flap.
 Extra door. On a corner.
 Middle door
 Mesh door
 Outside Opening Removable PVC windows. To
let in sunlight but keep out the rain. Can be
interchangeable if same size window elsewhere.
 Zip off gable sections (plain colour gable and
window base – 2 each end)
 Zip off rope section side. Makes walls a lot
easier to attach to the van.
 Curved bars
 ROA bag cover
 Vehicle cover
 Gas bottle covers
 Stoneguard
 Leg Wraps
 Padded guards
 Protective ROA Hood. Protect fabric from
perishing when not in use.

